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ABOUT TPAY GOLD
The world today feels like it's becoming more disjointed and uncertain than
ever. Financial shocks and geopolitical crises become ever more frequent,
while simultaneously new technology such as the blockchain allows us to
peer into a more prosperous and transparent future. With all these changes
at play we feel that people, organizations and governments deserve a
currency that hedges against this uncertainty. A currency that will have a
reliable value in times of crisis and instability.
This is our vision behind creating Tpay Gold Coin. It is one that is shared by
an increasing number of economists and financial experts who see the
global benefits of a major currency. Tpay Gold has many utility features
such as paying for goods and services on online shopping platforms
and from merchants. Tpay Gold believes that the acceptance of
crypto would only happen if it is possible to use crypto in the real world
on a daily basis to purchase goods or services that you require. Tpay Gold
wants to be the first step in the right direction for the crypto world. Tpay Gold
wants to be the Modern Day Gold of this industry.

NIHAR SHARMA
CEO OF TETRA PAY GOLD

One of the most exciting aspects of Tpay Gold Coin is its potential usability as
legal tender. We believe that cryptocurrencies and governments can not only
co-exist together but can serve to empower and make the other better and
more efficient. The implications of this are profound: the implementation of
Tpay Gold as a recognised national currency would provide governments
with increased international capital inflows and help eliminate the
losses 2 incurred by counterfeit currency.

INTRODUCTION
In the same way our sun unconditionally delivers an indiscriminate share of energy to planet
Earth that stimulates life, we present a comparative energy system to stimulate the movement
of money, assets and hence overall commerce and economic activity in a fair, honest and
rewarding process. It is an entirely new monetary system, which is based on movement, kinetics
and velocity. We name the system Tpay Gold.
The Tpay Gold system is an evolutionary step beyond any
monetary and banking system available in the world
today.
It enhances money as both a store of value and a medium of
exchange, and has been developed for the benefit of all. Core
to the mechanics of the system is the perpetual incentive and
thus stimulus for money velocity. Outside capital is attracted
into Tpay Gold via a highly attractive risk/return ratio and then
put into highly stimulated movement, promoting commerce
and economic activity. This is achieved through giving money
1:1 (100%) direct allocated asset backing and then attaching
a unique multifaceted yield system that fairly shares the
wealth generated by the system according to participation
and money velocity.
Aside from offering the greatest store of value and striving
to provide the most efficient medium of exchange, Tpay
Gold is a monetary and banking system focused on:
minimising risk; maximising return; stimulating velocity and
maximising the rate of adoption.
Tpay Gold defeats Gresham’s Law of Money that asserts
“bad money drives out good”, by highly incentivising
“good
money” to circulate and be utilised as an effective medium of
exchange. Someone who values money over other money is
inclined to hoard it and not use it as a payment currency, but
rather use the less valued currency for payments. This model
has been broken in the Tpay Gold system as the reward for
using the valued currency is so tremendously strong.

The primary currency chosen for the Tpay Gold monetary
system is a kinetically charged physical gold backed
currency. Gold being the greatest store of value,
indestructible in every sense, physically rare in quantity and
has been appreciated
by human civilisation as money for longer than anything
else. It is the money created by our universe and not by
people.
It is created by a rare cosmic event of two neutron stars
colliding, so rare that the first time this event was witnessed
by humankind was 17 August 2017. Hold gold in your
hands and you can feel its energy. It is the colour of stars, it
is the money of the universe. Gold is the undisputed
champion of fair, honest and sustainable money. Put
allocated gold on a kinetically charged decentralised rail
system and you have a very special monetary system. We
believe this is what we have achieved, and a lot more.
The Tpay Gold system can be overlaid on top of anything that
can be standardised, traded and stored as value. Accordingly,
we are developing a Tpay Gold charged cryptocurrency suite
with allocated title of bullion, fiat banknotes, cryptocurrencies
and other assets that are securely physically and digitally
stored in our allocated Tpay Gold financial and asset
management system. By attaching a yield to currency or
asset tokens, risk/return ratios can be forecasted and
virtually all currency and investment asset markets can be
targeted and infiltrated. As such, over time we plan for more
currencies and assets to be added, ultimately infiltrating
more markets spread across the world.

Tpay Gold will attract capital from:
1. Cryptocurrency markets – currently little to no yield
2. The gold and silver markets – currently little to no
yield
3. Fiat currency markets – low to negative yield via
debt based interest rates
4. Investment asset markets – comparatively low
yields for stock market and property investment
Ultimately, if someone can get the same asset at the same
price, but with significantly lower risk and higher return, it
makes little sense for them not to choose the asset with the
better risk/return ratio, particularly when significant returns
are on offer. As the Tpay Gold monetary system is one that
allocates title directly to the ultimate beneficial owner,
where banks conversely hold legal title of their customer
deposits and put those deposits at risk, the Tpay Gold
system is in fact much less risky and with much greater
return than legacy alternatives. With global low to negative
interest rates,
bail-in provisions, depositors’ insurance being removed,
and with banks holding legal title to their customer deposits,
it makes no sense to choose risk and nil-to-negative return
over the alternative Tpay Gold system with negligible risk
and high return. In comparison to legacy fiat money and
fractional banking systems, Tpay Gold seems too good to be
true, but
it isn’t. Once clearly understood, Tpay Gold will lead a
highly disruptive paradigm shift in money.
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INTRODUCTION

Tpay Gold has taken the very best properties of both oldworld money and new-world innovation and combined them
together to power banking and commerce in a new, fair,
inclusive and incentivised way. The result is something
extraordinarily powerful that will change the way we all
view money forever.
The primary elements of Tpay Gold are:
• Gold & Silver - The primary currencies backed 1:1 with
allocated physical gold & silver – the greatest stable and
definable stores of value for use in commercial and private
transactions and investment.
• Yield - A perpetually recurring yield generated from
economic activity, not from debt based interest like fiat
currency – providing definable value via Net Present Value
(NPV) calculations for use in commercial, institutional and
retail investment.
• Cryptocurrency technology – can only be enhanced.
• Blockchain peer-to-peer decentralised distributed ledger
technology – can only be enhanced.
Tpay Gold can never be destroyed as these elements will
never go away, never be valueless and can only be enhanced.
Nothing can take away the value of asset intrinsic backing
and the value of future cash flows, and technology will only
ever be enhanced. Gold and silver have survived the greatest
test of all, time, and so too will Tpay Gold.
Other cryptocurrencies with value determined by the
anonymous decentralised blockchain payment capabilities
and their controlled supply scarcity are all at risk of losing

value as their initial founding value proposition is diluted by
others coming into the market with enhanced solutions. This
is evidenced by Bitcoins’ dominance continuing to fall and
has been witnessed in many other industries and markets
throughout history as competitors rise.
Intrinsically backing a currency back-stops the value and
defines the risk. Placing a yield on it defines the return and
provides superior value. This creates a currency which is safe,
stable and rewarding with a highly attractive investment risk/
return ratio attached. This form of currency has necessary
real-world application in both commerce and private
transactions, along with attracting capital from institutional
and retail investors and savers.
This is not just a currency, this is a new parallel monetary
and banking system to sit alongside but integrated into the
legacy problematic centrally controlled fiat and fractional
monetary and banking systems. Tpay Gold is the
undeniable superior alternative.
This model is highly revolutionary alone, however to take it
the next step further, already in place is a highly disruptive
retail and institutional commercialisation strategy with unique
distribution and committed adoption from day one of launch.
Pre-existing investment commitments are in place for the
Tpay Gold currency suite which will surpass the largest ICO to
date by a significant multitude. Tpay Gold is being developed
and brought to launch by a consortium of industry leading
organisations in the precious metal trading, mining, refining,
exchange, technology, blockchain, mobile banking, vaulting,

postal system and marketing spheres. From launch, the
system will have extensive, institutional and retail distribution,
integration, liquidity and adoption. Our liquidity, which will
be provided by professional bullion market participants and
others, will enable billions of dollars of value to efficiently
enter and exit the market. Direct and indirect integrations will
provide for immediate adoption into hundreds of millions of
users.
With the evolution of blockchain, cryptocurrencies and mobile
devices, the people of the world have been presented with a
profound opportunity. It’s an opportunity to apply empowering
creativity to money and be part of a person-centric revolution.
We have now been enabled to adopt and support a system
that individually and collectively benefits us all based upon
nothing more than participation. This system combines new
world decentralised technology with the oldest, fairest and
most sustainable form of money, to empower and serve the
interests of us all equally and capitalistically.

Welcome to Tpay Gold, the equally all
empowering monetary system of the future.

Mission & Vision
VISION

To unrelentingly drive for positive global change by
pushing the boundaries of what is achievable with money,
economics and commerce for the unified advancement
and betterment of all.

MISSION

To develop a universally adopted decentralised asset
backed monetary system that is disruptively efficient,
secure, fair and commercially powerful.

OUR PILLARS

SECURE. EFFICIENT. REWARDING.

OUR OBJECTIVES

Empower
people

Provide the most
secure form of
digital data storage

Expand mobile payment
reach and utilisation to
those who do not have
bank accounts

Provide maximum
monetary safety
and stability

Re-monetise the world’s
true and honest money
– Gold and Silver

Offer a global, universal and
highly inclusive currency
and payments platform

Provide meaningful
commercial rewards
for all involved

OUR
VALUES
AT TPAY Gold WE BELIEVE:

• Your money and your identity should be safe
• Your money should be fair, equal and honest

• You should be able to securely, efficiently
and cost-effectively transact in and transfer
your money around the world in real-time

• You should own your money – in the fractional
system the banks own it

• Your money should not be eroded in value banking
by inflationary money printing

• You should control and have trust in your money
• You should be able to bank outside the banking system

• You should not be forced to be subjected to
the risks attached to the centrally controlled
legacy fiat money and fractional banking systems

• Your money should be an effective store of
efficient medium of exchange globally

• Your money should be transacted in a trustless value and
decentralised system

• Your money should be stable and hold its
value over time

• You should be able to transparently see, in real-time,
the verified reserves held securely in vaults.

• Your money should be universal – have global
appreciated value, acceptance and application

• You should be commercially rewarded for utilising
your money and spreading the Tpay Gold vision.

CRYPTOCURRENCY
MARKET PROBLEMS
Volatility in cryptocurrencies makes them non-viable stores of value, hence non-viable
currencies. They cannot possibly serve what money is designed to serve… Commerce!
• A currency must be stable and as close as possible
as the fixed article of exchange in an economy.
• Looking at the charts below of the three largest
cryptocurrencies (not small obscure cryptocurrencies),
it is clear that they are simply not viable reserve currencies
that can facilitate global commerce.

• How can a business with budgeted profit margins even
momentarily accept these currencies as a form of payment,
let alone as a reserve currency to sit on their balance sheet?
It’s simply not possible, and money was created to serve and
bring efficiency to commercial transactions.
• The early cryptocurrencies are the pioneers for the future,

however in their current form and without intrinsic value
have limited commercial application and sustainability,
and as such a limited life.
• They do however pave the way forward for new
and improved innovations – enter TPAY Gold!

FIAT CURRENCY
MARKET PROBLEMS
Fiat Currencies are a terrible Store of Value and only have a finite shelf-life.
• The history of fiat money has been one of clear failure,
put simply they never survive very long. In fact, EVERY fiat
currency since the Romans first began the practice in the
first century has ended in devaluation and eventual collapse,
of not only the currency, but of the economy that housed
the fiat currency as well.
• Central Banks print and devalue money causing price
inflation as and when they choose to keep commercial

banks lending and consumers spending. In a consumption
based economy, this is necessary to maintain economic
growth in nominal terms, but does not account for the
harmful effects of inflation and debt on consumers.
• Currently bank deposits globally are almost universally
losing money in real terms by paying interest below the
rate of inflation.

The Adjusted Monetary Base is the sum of currency in circulation outside Federal Reserve
Banks and the U.S. Treasury, plus deposits held by depository institutions at Federal Reserve Banks.

• The counterparty risk of depositing funds and therefore
giving title of your money to a bank for no reward is a
bad deal for the depositor. It makes no investment sense,
particularly with bail-in provisions, depositors insurance
being removed and interest rates being negligible.
It’s a terrible deal to deposit money in the bank.

US$1 in 1913 when the US Federal Reserve was created is now worth US$0.05 according to the official CPI
measures. As can be seen from the chart, the complete removal of the gold backing has resulted in complete
central planner control over the value of the currency and continuous devaluation and CPI inflation.

FIAT CURRENCY MARKET PROBLEMS

• As illustrated in this chart, the printing of US dollars
to stimulate economic activity is having less and less
of a positive economic effect.
• When the government is required to finance its budget
on freshly printed money and fails to stimulate economic
growth, history shows that the currency crashes with
high inflation or even hyperinflation typically following.
• The US government along with other major governments
and monetary systems around the world are funding
themselves through deficit funding from central banks.

The velocity of money is the frequency at which one unit of currency is used
to purchase domestically-produced goods and services within a given time
period. In other words, it is the number of times one dollar is spent to buy
goods and services per unit of time. If the velocity of money is increasing,
then more transactions are occurring between individuals in an economy.
The frequency of currency exchange can be used to determine the velocity
of a given component of the money supply, providing some insight into
whether consumers and businesses are saving or spending their money.

FIAT CURRENCY MARKET PROBLEMS

• The US government along with most other major
governments are getting further into debt and they cannot
possibly get out of it.
• Federal debt continues to rise against GDP, in nominal terms,
to completely unsustainable levels.

• The US government can barely afford their interest payments
on their debt, particularly if interest rates go up!
• Unfunded off-balance sheet liabilities far surpass the
liabilities currently held on balance sheet and the balance
sheet shows a hopelessly insolvent economy.

ASSET BACKED
CURRENCY PROBLEMS
Gold and asset backed payment and currency platforms have had their share of significant
problems now and in the past.
GRESHAMS’ LAW OF MONEY
The first problem comes from Gresham’s Law of Money
– “bad money drives out good”. Gresham wasn’t the first
economist or philosopher to identify this phenomena, but
nevertheless got his name branded to it. It is basically an
observation of human behaviour with money, where people
who value one currency over another will hold onto and hoard
the more valued currency and spend the currency they value
less. In the case of gold and silver, people who hold it over
legal tender fiat currency, typically do not wish to spend it,
choosing the less valued fiat currency to spend.
Tpay Gold defeats Gresham’s Law phenomena by
highly incentivising people to utilise the currency
through a multifaceted reward system based upon
participation and money velocity.
YIELD
The second problem comes from the fact precious metals and
many other assets have no yield attached to them. Further to
this, they actually typically cost money to hold securely. In this
respect, a yielding asset like interest bearing bank deposits or
stocks paying dividends become a more attractive investment
option for investors looking for a yield on their investments.
Tpay Gold solves the problem of precious metals not having
a yield by attaching multiple yields for all kinds of passive
and active participation.

As illustrated in slides below, the forecasted model of the
multifaceted yield system offers a more attractive alternative
than the yields on offer for passive investors. Those that wish
to be active investors are also highly incentivised.
SECURITY
The final major problem revolves around security. There have
been multiple cases of fraud throughout history involving
precious metals and other assets while using them as a
payment solution. An investor must clearly be cautious in
who they invest with to avoid the real risk of fraud and theft.
At the time of this writing, Tether, a company that issues a
widely traded cryptocurrency claimed to be backed by US
dollars, had been subpoenaed under mysterious and nefarious
appearing circumstances around the USD backing of their
cryptocurrency. We take a neutral view on Tether, however
there had been complaints circulating the internet for a
prolonged period that there were issues in actually redeeming
the crypto for USD. A Bloomberg article broke the news and all
one needs to do is a google search to understand
the situation.
Tpay Gold utilises the multi-layered third-party audit and
verification system of ABX’s Quality Assurance Framework.
ABX is a global wholesale spot bullion exchange which has
been operating without blemish since 2013

and has large physical broker/dealers and traders around
the world entrusting its systems. Further, large partnerships
are in place with the likes of Deutsche Borse Group, one
of the largest exchange groups in the world, government
owned postal systems, like PT Pos Indonesia, as well as,
established large mobile banking and vaulting partners. The
physical handling, clearing, storage and delivery mechanics
are currently being integrated into a Deutsche Borse Group
regulated commodity clearinghouse, European Commodity
Clearing, who must also maintain approval and acceptance
from the German financial regulator. All bullion has a verified
audit trail with multi-layered third-party audit and verification in
place and regularly audited and transparent holdings system.
Please see ECC/ABX Announcement and ABX/PT
Pos Announcement.

BULLION MARKET
PROBLEMS
ARCHAIC & INEFFICIENT MARKET
Wholesale market participants currently trade OTC and
in the physical markets largely outside of the electronic
environment either via phone, email, or in person. These
systems are completely manual, problematic, inefficient and
costly. Phone dealing desks are costly and involve manually
booking a trade, placing a physical order with a supplier and
hedging the trade. There is an acceptance in the market
that the legacy OTC London market architecture is outdated
and a transition to new globally efficient digital system is
needed. TPAY Gold via its institutional integration with
TPAY Gold and its operationally segregated wholesale
contracts, which offer serial number and bar hallmark,
provides an ideal solution for bi-lateral wholesale trading
through the blockchain. This solution will be promoted in
partnership with TPAY Gold and their extensive network of
institutional partners.
SILOED AND DISCONNECTED
Local physical markets currently trade in a very siloed
manner, completely independent and disconnected from
one another.
• We interface these markets and aggregate global physical
liquidity.
LIMITED RESOURCES
Many organisations do not have the resources to conduct
the necessary due diligence, understand the regulatory
framework and establish global operations.
• We allow local market participants to expand their horizons
internationally. This enables them to benefit from international
liquidity and attract international clients.

BARRIERS TO ENTRY
There are significant barriers of entry into the physical
market in each location. Outside of the big bullion banks or
international trading houses, local market participants are
only trading in their home region and only facing local clients.
As a result, there has been no pre-existing global aggregator
platform and substantial price differentials exist in the
different liquidity centres around the world.
• We break down the barriers to entry to each physical market.
• We directly interface these trading centres allowing traders to
arbitrage the differential. Accordingly, we contend we will flatten
the global prices of physical gold and silver.

Tpay Gold
Network

London Market

ABX

Tpay Gold Wholesale
Exchange

Market Type

OTC

Centrally Cleared

Centrally Cleared

Blockchain Peer-to-Peer

Fractional Reserve

Yes

No

No

No

Full-Reserve

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Market Location

London

Global

Global

Global

Price

London

Global

Global

Global

Title of Ownership

Unallocated Held by
Custodian

Allocated Held by
Investor

Allocated Held
by Investor

Allocated Held
by Investor

Transparency

Low

High

High

High

Re-Hypothecation

Yes

No

No

No

Price Manipulation

Open

Not possible

Not possible

Not possible
Effective

Global Logistics
Market Hours

Expensive

Effective

Effective

24 hours, 5 days
per
week

23 hours, 5
days per
week

23 hours, 5
days per
week

24 hours, 7 days per week

INSTITUTIONAL TARGET
MARKET SECTORS
CRYPTOCURRE
NCY MARKET
RECRUITERS
• Businesses paying employees,
contractors & partners
• Online Marketers
• Network Marketers
BANKING SOLUTION USERS
• Corporates
INVESTORS/TRADERS
• Crypto Hedge Funds
• Market Makers
• Institutional Miners
PLATFORM PROVIDERS
• Cryptocurrency Platforms
• Cryptocurrency Brokers
• Crypto Banks

PHYSICAL
PARTICIPANTS
TRADERS
• Bullion Dealers
• Wholesale Traders
PRODUCERS
• Miners
• Refiners
END-USERS
• Jewellers
• Industrial Manufacturers
OTHER
• Banks
• Central Banks
• Governments
• Exchanges

INSTITUTIONAL
INVESTORS
ASSET MANAGERS
• Fund complexes
• Sovereign Wealth
• Hedge Funds
• Insurance Companies
• Private Banks
• Multi-Family Offices
• Outsource CIOs
ASSET OWNERS
• Foundations
• Endowments
• Public Funds
• Corporates
• UHNW/Single
Family Offices

ADMINISTRATORS
& BROKERS
INVESTMENT
ADMINISTRATORS
• RIA & Broker Dealer
Custodians
• SMSF Admins (AU)
• SIPP Admins (UK)
Brokerage Platforms
• FX Brokers
• Commodity Brokers
• CFD Brokers
• Electronic market
operates & BD
• Physical metal platforms

WHITE LABELERS
• Merchants
• Cryptocurrency Brokers
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WHO BENEFITS?
NOW THINK…. IF YOU FEEL YOU COULD BENEFIT FROM THIS
SYSTEM IN ANY WAY, THEN PERHAPS SO TOO COULD ANYONE!

Minter

Depositor

Holder

Recruiter

Individual

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Business

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Cryptocurrency Exchange

Yes

N/A

Yes

Yes

Precious Metal Dealer

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Precious Metal Miner

Yes

N/A

Yes

Yes

Precious Metal Vaulter

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Investor

Yes

Yes

Yes

N/A

Saver

Yes

Yes

Yes

N/A

Fund Manager

Yes

Yes

Yes

N/A

Broker

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Government

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Postal Systems

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

White Labelers

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Online Marketer

Network Marketers
Merchants

Everyone who uses money

TPAY GOLD ATM
TPAY GOLD ATM (Automatic Gold Exchange Kiosk) is a robotized ATM
size machine used for assaying, buying, storing pawned gold items as
well as for the sale of gold coins and small gold bars. This unique
equipment can be successfully used in such operations as buying up
scrap or gold items, evaluation and temporary custody of precious
metals, credit on the security of precious metals and selling invest
gold.
TPAY GOLD ATM does duty for account managers, professional valuers,
bank vaults and reduces transaction costs with physical gold. All
functions are automated and formed into single ultra-reliable,
guaranteed, autonomous, safe, ultimately technological robotic
terminal. TPAY GOLD ATM is made of 3 mm thick steel and is ATMs
styled, has a double vault, equipped with video monitoring and alarm.
All sessions are recorded. Transactions are executed via a remote
secure server.
Multistage evaluation of metal – spectral assay, air and water
weighing, density measurement – allows to achieve maximum
appraisal accuracy, verification of metal authenticity and composition,
identify purity in just 3 minutes, significantly reducing costs for
acceptance, evaluation, and storage of the gold. Double vault offers
100 individual cells plus one large container for the buyup.

WHY CHOOSE TPAY GOLD COIN?

TPAY GOLD INFRASTRUCTURE
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TECHNOLOGY

How to Buy TPAY Gold Coin ?
You can purchase TPAY GOLD Coi n from official website or f r om Vindax or Pancakeswap

PancakeSwap

Contact Us
hello@tpaygoldcoin.com
www.tpaygoldcoin.com
United States

Thank You

